
Cambridge 

May 6, 1943 

Dear Mr. Haavelmo 

I wish to thank you for myself and for Mr. Ullman for the copies of your notes which you 

sent by via (?) Rosa. I have sent a copy to Dr. George Kuznets at California, who has 

expressed his interest in your work. 

We hope that you enjoyed your visit here. We can assure you that we profited much from 

your lecture. Recently a problem has arisen in which we need to estimate parameters in a 

simultaneous system of difference equations. Your suggestions are very helpful in dealing 

with this problem. 

We are going to write up shortly, abstracts of our series of lectures. We will send to you for 

your approval, our abstract of your talk. This will be done in a month or so. 

Yours very truly 

 

Lawrence Klein 



Cowles Commission 
The University of Chicago 
Chicago 37, Illinois 
5 may 1947 

Dr. Trygve Haavelmo 
University Institute of Economics 
Frederiks Gate 3 
Oslo, Norway 

Dear Trygve, 

 For a long time I have been wanting to be able to write you that I received the 

fellowship grant to study in Europe. Well, it has finally been announced that I got the 

fellowship, and it is all settled now that Sonia and I shall come to Oslo in the fall. The grant 

was very liberal, $3500 for twelve months (approximately $1000 for travel). There was a 

stipulation that my work be confined to Norway except for any change in locale that may be 

approved by Norman Buchanan of the Rockefeller Foundation. You know what that means. 

In any case, I shall spend a little time seeing Stone in England and Tinbergen in Holland on 

the way back; that seems harmless. 

 We are now getting down to business on passports, visas, sailings, Norwegian 

language, etc. We shall be in Ottawa, Canada for the summer, June 16 to September 30. 

After a trip to California and back to Rhode Island, we shall leave for Oslo, probably near the 

end of October. 

 We are prepared to stay in a hotel when we first arrive and then look for some more 

suitable living quarters, but if you happen to know of some available rooms that could be 

reserved I should appreciate your obtaining them for us. Could you send me a list of things 

that it would be useful for us to bring? For example, are sheets, towels, and blankets scarce 

there, and or should we bring our own? Are there any small items such as soap or women’s 

hose that are easily obtainable here and worth much as bartering instruments in Oslo? 

 There has not been much excitement around the CC since you left. Patinkin’s 

pictures of your last days turned out very well, I am pretty sure that he is going to send 

them to you. There was a conference here at the end of March. Wald was very good, but 

most of the other papers seemed like old stuff. Arrow has arrived here now, and is doing 

good work. He is very bright and should contribute new ideas. Reiersøl is now here for a few 



months, and Hartog has departed. Rubin expects to go to Princeton in September. He is now 

writing up his Ph.D thesis and keeps us up on his page to page progress. 

 George Kuznetz of the College of Agriculture, University of California, was here last 

week for a few days. He has read your papers and is very much interested in getting some 

work started at California on structural estimation. He is a competent statistician and in 

close touch with Neyman. Kuznetz is genuinely interested in the CC work and will 

undoubtedly do something worthwhile along those lines at California. 

 I hope that we can do some work together in the fall on some ideas on economic 

planning and forecasting that we discussed here from time to time. Thanks for the Easter 

greetings. Do you remember the Ergodic and the Karl Marx. Regards from Sonia. 

 Sincerely, 

   Lawrie 



Trygve Haavelmo  

University Institute of Economics 

Fredriks gt. 3. Oslo        May 25, 1947 

Dear Lawrie (I guess I don’t know how to spell this!) 

Thank you for the letter with the good news that we shall see you here soon. This fact is 

now known all over town here and there is a general conspiracy to exploit you when you 

arrive so you will probably be kept rather busy when you get here. But I think you will find it 

quite interesting too. We have now started on the work of setting up the national budget 

for next year (1948). I am supposed to be in charge of this work and shall probably be in the 

midst of it when you arrive. I hope it will be of interest for you to look into it too. 

The housing situation is of course very difficult, like everywhere else in Europe, but we shall 

try our best. I guess it will be possible to get you a room at least. To get apartments is a little 

more problematic. I haven’t gotten one myself yet. But I guess something will turn up 

sooner or later. 

You should bring with you the clothes you need, also sheets, towels, blankets etc., in case 

you should get an unfurnished room or apartment. These things are rationed here, and you 

could buy only a little at a time. Besides, such things are more expensive here. If you 

brought some women’s hose or the like you would have no difficulty getting rid of such 

items, I guess, but I don’t think there is particularly good business in it, since people now can 

buy almost what they need through regular shops and markets. Our cigarettes are good, I 

think, but Sonia might like American cigarettes better and should bring some. (Cigarettes 

are not rationed here but are more expensive than in the U.S.). Otherwise I don’t think you 

have to worry too much about supplies. I haven’t found anything yet that I couldn’t buy if I 

want it. The shops are full of all kinds of things, some useless things too, just like in the U.S. 

if the situation should change I shall let you know. 

Regards to Sonia. 

   Sincerely, 

     Trygve Haavelmo 



80 Kay Street 

Newport, Rhode Island 

15 September 1947 

Dear Tryg, 

A couple of days ago I Just finished my summer work in Canada and Sonia and I are now 

down at her parents’ house for a few weeks, in which to complete preparations for our trip 

to Norway. We now have a passport and are going into New York soon to have it visaed by 

the Norwegian consulate. Would you recommend any particular shots or vaccinations 

against any specific diseases? We’ll probably get vaccinated for smallpox anyway, but there 

may be some other shots that the Norwegian immigration people will require. 

We are sailing October 31 on the S.S. Gripsholm and are due to arrive in Gothenburg ten 

days later. We will then take a train immediately for Oslo. This gives you a fairly good 

approximation as to the date of our arrival. The main favor I would like to ask of you is to 

engage any small apartment or suite of rooms that you may know of, or in the event that 

you do not know of any such permanent quarters, to reserve a double bedroom in a hotel in 

Oslo. 

I have not seen anybody from Chicago or the Cowles Commission all summer. I have had 

one or two letters from people there, but you probably know as much as I do about what is 

going on in Chicago. I did, however, accomplish something in Canada this summer. The 

government has now an approximate econometric model of Canadian economy and is 

supporting a long-range research program in econometrics run by two or three enthusiastic 

but inexperienced research people. I had to start from scratch in my work there because 

they had absolutely no knowledge of how to begin econometric research. I’ve now got 

things to the point where some of the interested people are enthusiastically reading your 

articles of the past few years, studying the method of your reduced forms, preparing 

longtime series of the national accounts, looking into questionnaire studies, etc. I was 

surprised when I got there to find how little they knew about the Cowles Commission 

material and your articles, but by now your name is probably a byword in many of the 

government offices. 

The Keynesian Revolution was published on august 5. I have several copies for distribution 

to friends and am reserving two (in nice bright red covers) for you and Frisch. 

I did not get to go down to Washington or to Yale for the econometric and statistics 

meetings. I looked over a list of papers and speakers and, not seeing your name or Frisch’s, 

assumed that you would not come. The list of speakers was impressive, and some of the 

topics looked all right, but I have the feeling that many people are going to be saying the 

same old things over again. An interesting news item in yesterday’s New York Times was 

that liquor consumption at these meetings (Washington) hit an all-time low for such 

gatherings. It is probably not a lively affair. The latest item of interest is that Kenneth Arrow 

is going to join the damned and is going to marry or has married Selma Schweitzer. 

Regards and best wishes from both of us. We hope to see you in about eight weeks. 



UNIVERSITY of PENNSYLVANIA 

PHILADELPHIA 4 

Wharton School of Finance and Commerce       April 7, 1960  

 

Professor Trygve Haavelmo 

University of Oslo  

Fredriksgate 3  

Oslo, NORWAY  

Dear Trygve:  

Would you be interested in a visiting professorship at Pennsylvania for the academic 

year 1960-61? The arrangements may be flexible. You are invited for either one semester or 

the whole academic year. We would like to have you give lectures on economic theory, such 

as capital and growth theory that you have worked on in recent years, or on econometrics. 

If you can arrange to come next year, I shall have a formal offer made to you to cover salary 

and a travel grant. I cannot say exactly what the salary offer will be, but I am sure that it will 

be at a yearly (academic year) rate of at least $15,000. If you are interested in coming, I can 

have definite and formal offer made.  

Needless to say, we would love to see you again and hope that you will come.  

Sincerely, 

L. R. Klein  

Professor of Economics 



April 21, 1960 

TH|IN 

Professor L. R. Klein 

University of Pennsylvania 

Wharton School of Finance and Commerce 

Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania 

U.S.A.  

Dear Lawrie:  

Thank you for your letter of April 7. Our long Easter vacation must be responsible for 

my late answer.  

  Your invitation is certainly very tempting. However, I am afraid that it is a little early 

for me to ask for leave of absence again from Oslo at this time. As you may remember, I was 

in the States only two years ago. Needless to say, I very much appreciate offers of this kind, 

even when I have to give a negative answer.  

  I hear you are going to Japan for a while. Maybe you come our way on your trip back 

to the States?  

With greetings and good wishes,  

Sincerely,  

Trygve Haavelmo. 
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